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INTRODUCTION

This document will provide you with a guide for developing an evaluation of your project.  The
document has been developed primarily with the novice evaluator in mind, although more experienced
evaluators should also find it useful.  Evaluation is a very important part of any Technology Opportunities
Program (TOP) project. Evaluation starts at the time an application is first developed and goes hand in
hand with implementation.  Evaluation is not a single instrument or data collection methodology. The
steps are not necessarily linear but interactive and iterative. Evaluation is multilevel and multipurpose,
providing information for monitoring, improving the program, and increasing the knowledge base along
every step of the way.

Some people think of evaluation as something that is separate from or added to a project, but that is
not true.  Program planning, evaluation, and program implementation are all parts of a whole, and they
work best when they work together.  Exhibit 1 shows the interaction between evaluation and the other
aspects of your TOP project, showing key data collection points.

Exhibit 1.
The project development/evaluation cycle

In the pages that follow, we provide you with some help in thinking about your evaluation and
structuring it so that it has maximum benefit. While every evaluation has multiple audiences,  two are
consistently important across all efforts: the first is the funding agency, in this case TOP, administered by
the National Telecommunications and Information Administration;  the second is the project itself.

This document is structured as follows. First, we present a set of definitions for key terms to make
sure we are all speaking the same language. You may want to expand this list for yourself and your team
so that everyone understands the key terms.  Second, we present a set of worksheets to help guide you in
the evaluation process.  To illustrate how these worksheets can be used, we also include some examples
of their implementation in each of the five application areas: Education, Culture, and Lifelong Learning
(ECLL); Community Networking; Health; Public Safety; and Public Services.  We have built our
examples on real projects funded by TOP. However, in developing these examples and presenting
evaluation plans we have frequently deviated from what a particular project actually did.  Thus, the
examples are based in fact and represent a real need that TOP funds were allocated to address, but they
stray from actual history in discussions concerning the development of the evaluation design and the ways
in which decisions were made.

Project
planning/modification

Project development

Project evaluation
Needs assessment and
collection of baseline

data
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Critical Terms

Some key terms will be used repeatedly throughout this document. To make sure that a common
understanding exists, some simple definitions are presented here.

Activities.  The steps a program takes to achieve its objects. Activities include a wide range of
things, depending on your specific scope of work. Some example are purchasing equipment, installing
equipment, hiring staff, training staff and users, and providing technical support.

Baseline.  Facts about the condition or performance of individuals or a system prior to intervention.

End users.  Refers to workers or community members who will have direct access to the
equipment or resources provided through your TOP grant. An end user may be a consumer of
information, may be involved in an interactive communication with other end users, or may use
information infrastructure to provide services to the public.

Indicator.  Statistics that provide information on the condition or status of a program feature.

Indirect beneficiary.  Refers to individuals or organizations who will benefit from the improved
services offered through your project without having direct access to project resources or equipment.

Input.  The resources a program uses to achieve program objectives. Resources include TOP
funding, funding from other sources, and in-kind contributions.

Matrix. A display of rows and columns used to display multidimensional information.

Measurable outcomes.  A measurable change in your community that could realistically and
logically be expected to result from your project.

Needs assessment.  An examination of the actual status of a service, resource, or capability in light
of the desirable status.

Operationalization.  Defining in concrete rather than conceptual terms what is meant by a
concept, goal, or outcome statement.

Outcomes.   The benefits that emerge as a result of program participation. Outcomes can be
immediate or longer term.  In defining an outcome, it is important to think along two dimensions: an
indicator for each outcome and a target for success.  Some examples include reducing the time spent
commuting to hospitals and other health centers by 50 percent (health);  increasing the number of students
taking calculus by 60 percent (ECLL), and reducing the time to site for fire fighters by 35 percent (public
safety).

Output.  The products of the activities. Just like activities, output may vary. Some examples
include networking six senior citizen centers, establishing shared databases at eight clinics, providing
continuing education services to 200 adults, etc.

Partners.  Organizations that (1) provide financial support to the project; (2) loan, donate, or
provide discounts on equipment or supplies for project-related activities; (3) contribute expertise; or (4)
loan or donate building/office space to the project.
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Pilot test.  An initial test of an instrument or procedure to see whether it works in terms of clarity,
focus, length, etc.  Findings from a pilot test are used to make revisions before the instrument or
procedure is formally used.

Qualitative evaluation.  The approach to evaluation that is primarily descriptive and
interpretative.

Quantitative evaluation.  The approach to evaluation involving the use of numerical measurement
and data analysis based on statistical methods.

Sample.  A part of a population. A random sample is a  sample that is drawn from a larger group or
population so that every individual item has a specified probability of being chosen. A purposive sample
is a sample that is created by selecting information-rich cases from which one can learn a great deal about
issues of central importance to the purpose of the evaluation.

Stakeholders.  Groups or individuals who have an interest in a project and its outcomes.  Some
stakeholders may be participants.

Standard.  Specific measurable target or benchmark that a program is striving to meet.
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DESIGNING YOUR EVALUATION

This section presents a step-by-step guide to designing your evaluation.  It can be very useful as
you think about your project and develop your application. If you are beyond the application stage, this
guide can be used to help you double-check your work to ensure that you have covered the bases. It also
provides a useful scaffolding for group discussion, to see if your team members have a shared
understanding of the project, the project’s goals, and the indicators that will be used to determine whether
or not these goals have been successfully attained.  The guide starts by  mapping out the project in clear
and simple terms and ends with a consideration of dissemination and the reporting mechanisms that will
be used to share findings with various audiences.

Please note that this guide places heavy emphasis on the initial steps in designing an evaluation:
determining your questions, identifying measurable outcomes, collecting baseline data, etc.  We have
taken this approach because our experience with TOP and other projects has revealed that far too often
these steps are given minimal or no attention.  Case studies of TOP projects have consistently shown that
work done upfront has a tremendous payoff in what is eventually learned from the effort. Projects that do
a good job in needs assessment, collect baseline data on outcomes of interest, and understand fully their
stakeholders and their needs have a far greater chance of succeeding than those that do not gather this
information.

We also want to point out that this guide will not answer all the questions you might have about
evaluation. It is meant to provide an overview and a starting point for approaching the design and
implementation of your project’s evaluation.  We strongly recommend that you consult additional sources
for more indepth discussion.  We have tried to offer some suggestions for additional sources you might
wish to read.
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Describe the Project

The first step is describing the project in terms of its inputs, the activities that will be carried out
with these inputs, the expected outputs, and the desired outcomes.  If you have already developed your
application, you have begun this task by defining the need or problem, proposing solutions, and
identifying expected outcomes from your project’s implementation.   Worksheet A presents a simple shell
for expanding on  this description and making clear the links that occur between its parts.

• Start by filling in the inputs column with your funding sources and other resources that may
be supporting your project. These resources may be in-kind contributions—full-time
equivalents (FTEs), equipment, space, etc.—as well as actual monetary supports.

• Then list the activities that will be carried out. You can do this in a generic way, trying to
capture the big picture of the project, or complete it in greater detail.  For example, you may
want to replicate the shell and describe the activities on a year-by-year basis to more
accurately capture the flow of your work.

• The next step is to describe the outputs you expect to see.  Remember, an output is
something that happens as a result of a particular activity.  In describing your output, please
keep in mind that there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between activities and
output. That is, while each activity may have an output, a single output may be the same for
two or more activities.

• The final step is to describe your outcomes, that is, the benefits that you expect your end
users and indirect beneficiaries to receive. These outcomes should be linked to your problem
statement and provide a logical progression from the activities and outputs you have
identified.   They may be ones that have been highlighted by the TOP program (i.e., improve
the quality or efficiency of social services, improve adult training and learning opportunities,
etc.) or ones that are specific to your project. As relevant, major and minor goals should be
identified.  In specifying outcomes, you may wish to go beyond those that will accrue to end
users and indirect beneficiaries and look at benefits that you and your partners may
experience.

Remember that it is important to distinguish between activities, outputs, and outcomes.  The first
term refers to what you do, your strategies or program components; the second refers to the products of
those activities, frequently defined in terms of how many, how much, or how quickly; the latter term
refers to the result of those activities, what benefits were found and what changes occurred.  Sometimes
people confuse output and outcome, seeing an output  to be an end in itself.  While successfully
completing an activity and generating a specific output are important, a project must be assessed in terms
of the benefit to which it leads, not merely in terms of its success in carrying out a series of activities.
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Worksheet A.  Describe Project

A Logic Model

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes
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Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

In determining the ways in which the success of your progress will be evaluated, it is critical to
define your outcomes in clear, precise, measurable terms and to indicate what you see as your standard
for success. TOP has placed special emphasis on the development of measurable outcomes and will look
closely at both how outcomes are defined and whether they are met through the Performance Reporting
System (PRS).

What do we mean by measurable terms?  An outcome is defined in measurable terms when it is
clear what behaviors or changes will be examined to determine progress and a standard against which to
measure progress has been established. This process is also referred to as operationalization, defining in
concrete rather than conceptual terms what is expected to be seen if a goal is reached.  Defining outcomes
in measurable terms is important for the following reasons:

• Without this level of articulation, it is impossible to take the next steps in designing an
evaluation; if you try to do so, the data that are collected may not satisfy the funder’s need.

• You may discover that some of your outcomes are very ambiguous or so general that it is
very difficult to gain consensus on an acceptable indicator of change.

This is not an easy process.  Some important outcomes may be difficult to measure in a valid and
reliable way.  Other outcomes may not be assessable in a timely fashion.  There may be critical impacts
that cannot be expected to emerge until some time, even years, after the end of your TOP grant.  In
addition, unless some kind of historical data already exist to provide trend data, you will have to gather
baseline information about the status of critical outcome indicators in order to set targets that are
ambitious but realistic. While this may sound like an onerous task, it is hard to imagine how progress can
be determined if the starting point is undefined.
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1.  Briefly describe your outcome.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

2. State the outcome in terms of an outcome indicator.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

3.  Set an outcome standard.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                            

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Identify Key Stakeholders, Their Interests, and the
Evaluation Questions They Want to Have Addressed

In developing your plan, you have already identified the goals of your project in consultation with
your partners and other stakeholder groups.  This is a start for identifying the evaluation questions that
you will need to address. As you and your team develop these questions, think of information that will be
needed by the two key stakeholders for your project evaluation—the TOP program and you and your
staff.  However, every project has multiple stakeholders—some that are currently involved, others whose
involvement and support you may seek later on. In the early stages of design, it is important to think big
and think broadly. What are the issues or concerns of each of the key stakeholder groups?  What are the
evaluation questions, both output and outcome,  that each of your potential stakeholders might want to
have answered? What questions might future partners or funders want addressed?  Are these any different
than those of the current stakeholders?

Worksheet C provides a tool for listing the stakeholders and delineating their interest.  Worksheet
D builds on the information detailed in the previous worksheets, transforming their interests into output
and outcome questions defined in measurable terms. While it is clear that no evaluation will be able to
accommodate the full range of interest that stakeholders might have addressed, elaborating them up front
is useful.  This elaboration helps you to identify issues held in common by the stakeholder groups and
interests that may be unique.  Both common and unique interests need to be examined for relevance,
priority, and political/practical importance in making your evaluation a success.
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Worksheet C.  Identify Key Stakeholders and Their Interests

Stakeholder
Values, interests, expectations, etc.

that evaluation should address
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Worksheet D.  Potential Evaluation Questions

QuestionsStakeholder
group(s) Output Outcome
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Prioritize and Eliminate Questions

Once you have identified the full range of questions that your stakeholders might want to have
addressed, the next step is prioritizing them. Many considerations go into the process—determining the
importance of the particular stakeholder group, the importance of the question to the stakeholder group,
the importance of the question to goals of the project, the availability of data to address the question, the
costs of gathering the data if they are not available, and the timeframe required for gathering the data.
Worksheet E provides a tool for addressing this task.

Each of these factors needs to be weighed in reaching a final conclusion regarding priorities.  There
is no hard and fast rule for making this judgment, and different criteria may be given stronger weight for
different questions. A question may be eliminated because it is tangential to the overall purpose of a
project, even though it may be very important to one stakeholder group. In another instance, a question
may be eliminated because it requires the use of  data collection activities that are either too expensive or
too intrusive to adopt.  Finally, it may be that the question addresses a long-term impact, an impact that
would not be expected to occur until some time, maybe even several years, after the grant has been
finished.

The last concern can be very frustrating.  TOP grants are given for a 2- or 3-year time period.  In
some cases, important outcomes may be difficult to achieve in that time period. In such cases, it is
important to identify shorter term outcomes that could be examined to determine whether or not progress
is being made. What would you expect to see happen if the conditions for achieving this longer term
outcome are being put in place?  Are there interim outcomes that you can identify that provide support for
progress toward this longer term outcome? The logic model that you have developed on Worksheet A
might  help you in this identification process.
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions

Take each question from D and apply criteria below.

Evaluation
question

Which
stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E

H M L E
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Develop Your Overall Design

Once  your evaluation questions, indicators, and targets are established, the next step is developing
your overall design.  Your design can be as simple as a set of surveys for your participants or as complex
as an evaluation that involves randomly assigned individuals to two or more groups. Most likely, your
evaluation will fall somewhere in between.

In developing your design, there are several questions that you will have to address. These
questions, which will look familiar to many of you, are very much like the ones you need to consider in
developing the evaluation component of your TOP application.

What data collection strategies will be used?  Possible data collection strategies include surveys,
focus groups, document reviews, observations, problem-solving activities or tests, etc. Selection of a
particular strategy is influenced by many things: the nature of the question being addressed, the skills of
the staff you have available, the funds you have available, your timeline for instrument development and
data collection, the accessibility of your respondents, etc. While gathering quantitative data is important,
most evaluations benefit from a judicious combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches.

What samples or groups will you include in the study?  Classic evaluation studies have used
treatment and comparison groups, ideally with random assignment. With real-world problems it is
frequently very difficult to use this “clinical trials” paradigm. Even if no formal comparison group is
used, you still need to make some decisions about how you will choose your respondents. To what extent
will you draw upon information from end users? From indirect beneficiaries? From project partners?  Are
the groups small enough so that all representatives will be included?  Are the groups large enough that
sampling is preferable? How will you draw this sample?  Can you identify actual individuals?   What
incentives can you offer them to increase the likelihood of  their participation?  How will you make sure
that you get an adequate response rate?

Who will be the respondents from these groups?  It is important to identify your respondents
carefully for at least two reasons—one conceptual, one practical.  Conceptually, you need to decide the
extent to which you will use single versus multiple respondents groups for addressing a question, for
example, end user and indirect beneficiaries as opposed to end user alone. While a single group makes the
evaluation tasks easier, evaluators use multiple respondent groups for several reasons. There may be an
issue of access to knowledge. Multiple groups may be needed because some groups have knowledge in
area “a” but may be uninformed in area “b.” In addition, multiple respondents are sometimes used to
provide verification.  Asking different groups the same question helps to determine whether opinions are
widely shared or if different participant groups see things in different ways.

The practical concern is also important. While some of your respondent groups may represent a
“captive audience” (e.g., your own staff), others may need some special handling if their cooperation is to
be obtained. Further, when dealing with some possible respondents (e.g., children), you may need to
obtain special permission.  In developing the timeline for your study, it is important to build in the steps
needed to gain the cooperation of such groups.

What data collection schedule or strategy will be used? A critical part of developing your design
is determining when the various kinds of data collection should take place.  And, it is likely that different
schedules will be appropriate for different questions.  While the classical data collection strategy is called
pre-post design—baseline data collected before an intervention begins and outcome data after it is
completed—most TOP projects will probably adopt variations on this theme. For example, the collection
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of data on program implementation will probably take place on a much more frequent basis than a pre-
post schedule.  In some cases it will be important to collect such data each month. In other cases, every
other month or every 6 months will be sufficient.  Data on progress toward goals also need to be gathered
periodically; in most cases, annual assessment is sufficient.  The type of data collection method used also
makes a difference.  For example, while surveys probably can be given on an annual basis, and record
reviews may need to be undertaken only once, observations should be carried out multiple times in order
to get data that are reliable and valid.

In developing your evaluation schedule, it is important to allow time for a pilot test of your data
collection procedures if you have not tried them out previously. A pilot test allows you to see if your
instrument works on a small sample of respondents.  Usually, respondents for the pilot test are selected
because they are similar to your project’s respondents but will not actually become project participants.
The pilot test allows you to make sure your questions are clearly understood, that response choices, if
offered, cover the major responses that a subject is likely to make, and that the time needed to complete
the data collection is reasonable.  The pilot test also gives you the luxury of making mistakes in ways that
are least likely to interfere with the collection of solid evaluation data.

What data analysis techniques will be used?  Silly as it may seem, some people gather data
without really thinking about how they will be used later on.  This is especially true where qualitative data
in the form of narratives or rich textual responses are collected, but it may also be true in the collection of
quantitative information. Recognizing that data analysis is always a somewhat iterative process, include
an initial design for data analysis.  This design should include plans for cleaning the data and assembling
them into some kind of a database, and a consideration of the types of statistical analyses and displays of
data that will be used.

Worksheets F, G, H, and I have been provided to assist you in making decisions regarding each of
these areas and in summarizing these decisions in a systematic way. Worksheet F links questions to data
sources, indicating whether existing or new data will be examined. If new data are to be collected, the
types of data collection approaches are identified. Worksheet G goes a step further linking the questions
and data collection techniques to particular respondent groups and comparison groups, if used. Worksheet
H adds questions regarding the schedule for collecting each of the types of data. Finally, Worksheet I
adds information on the data analysis technique to be used.  You will find that Worksheet H actually does
double duty. Not only does it allow you to summarize important information quickly, but also it can be
used for monitoring the progress of your work to make sure that it is moving on schedule.
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be easily
accessed by evaluator/grant recipient

(specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments
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Worksheet G.  Select Groups

Evaluation question
Data collection
technique

Respondent group
(specify respondents;
sampling strategies)

Comparison group
(specify respondents;
sampling strategies)

Comments
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Worksheet H.  Develop a Design Matrix

Evaluation question Who How When
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments
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Provide Information to Interested Audiences

Reporting, in its broadest sense, is a critical part of any TOP project.  Several kinds of reports are
required by TOP, including the start-up, quarterly, and final reports that are part of the PRS and  financial
reports. Beyond TOP, it is likely other reports will be needed for other funding sources or for partner and
stakeholder groups.  Finally, if the data collected from the evaluation are to be useful, make sure that
findings are discussed at planning and management meetings on a regular basis. Develop a schedule for
the formal exchange of information for this purpose, especially if it can be made to coincide with critical
times for making decisions on project revisions or modifications in scope.

Worksheet J has been developed to help you lay out your reporting plan. In using this worksheet,
keep in mind that “reporting” as defined here does not mean only formal written reports.  A variety of
reporting formats are available that TOP projects should consider, including brochures, conference
presentations, fact sheets, etc.  For example, communicate with your partners using a simple memo or fact
sheet format.  Presentations to public groups might best be accomplished through newsletters or even
briefings accompanied by visual displays.  Submissions to journals will assume still another format and
level of detail. As you develop your plan, alternatives suited to various audiences needs should be
evaluated and plans for developing them  established.
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Worksheet J.  Provide Information to Interested Audiences

List evaluation audiences Describe focus of reports
Identify format

to be used
List date of report

or frequency
Identify event associated
with report (if relevant)
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SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

In selecting books and major articles for inclusion in this short bibliography, an effort was made to
incorporate  those useful for  project staff who want to find information relevant to the tasks they will face
and which these guidelines could not cover in depth. Thus, we have not included all books that experts in
evaluation would consider to be of major importance.  Instead, we have included primarily reference
materials that TOP grantees should find most useful.

Some of these publications are heavier on theory; others deal primarily with practice and specific
techniques used in data collection and analysis. However, with few exceptions, all the publications
selected for this bibliography contain a great deal of technical information and hands-on advice.

American Evaluation Association.  New directions for program evaluation, Vols. 35, 60, 61. San Francisco,
CA: Jossey-Bass, Inc.

Almost every issue of this journal contains material of interest to those who want to learn about evaluation,
but the issues  described here are especially relevant to the use of qualitative methods in evaluation research.
Vol. 35 (Fall 1987), Multiple Methods in Program Evaluation, edited by Melvin M. Mark and R. Lance
Shotland, contains several articles discussing the combined use of quantitative and qualitative methods in
evaluation designs.  Vol. 60 (Winter 1993), Program Evaluation: A Pluralistic Enterprise, edited by Lee
Sechrest, includes the article “Critical Multiplism: A Research Strategy and its Attendant Tactics,” by
William R. Shadish, in which the author provides a clear discussion of the advantages of combining several
methods in reaching valid findings. The contributions by several experienced nonacademic program and
project evaluators (Rossi, Datta, Yin) are especially interesting.

Campbell, D.T., and Stanley, J.C.  (1966).  Experimental and quasi-experimental designs for research.
Boston, MA:  Houghton Mifflin.

This slim (84 pages) volume is a slightly enlarged version of the chapter originally published in the 1963
Handbook of Research on Teaching and is considered the classic text on valid experimental and quasi-
experimental designs in real-world situations where the experimenter has very limited control over the
environment.  To this day, it is the most useful basic reference book for evaluators who plan the use of such
designs.
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Denzin, N.K., and Lincoln, Y.S. (Eds.). (1994).  Handbook  of qualitative research. Thousand Oaks, CA:
Sage.

This formidable volume (643 pages set in small type) consists of 36 chapters written by experts on their
respective topics, all of whom are passionate advocates of the qualitative method in social and educational
research. The volume covers historical and philosophical perspectives, as well as detailed research methods.
Extensive coverage is given to data collection and data analysis and to the “art of interpretation” of findings
obtained through qualitative research.  Most of the chapters assume that the qualitative researcher functions in
an academic setting and uses qualitative methods exclusively; the use of quantitative methods in conjunction
with qualitative approaches and constraints that apply to evaluation research are seldom considered.
However, two chapters—“Designing Funded Qualitative Research,” by Janice M. Morse, and “Qualitative
Program Evaluation,” by Jennifer C. Greene—contain a great deal of material of interest to the projects.

Fowler, F.J., Jr.  (1993).  Survey research methods, 2nd Ed.  Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

Using nontechnical language, the author has provided a comprehensive discussion of survey design
(including sampling, data collection methods, and the design of survey questions) and procedures that
constitute good survey practice, including attention to data quality and ethical issues.  According to the
author, “this book is intended to provide perspective and understanding to those who would be designers or
users of survey research, at the same time as it provides a sound step for those who actually may go about
collecting data.”

Greene, J.C., Caracelli, V.J., and Graham, W.F.  (1989). Toward a conceptual framework for mixed-method
evaluation designs. Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis. 2 (3).

In this article, a framework for the design and implementation of evaluations using a mixed-method
methodology is presented, based both on the theoretical literature and a review of 57 mixed-method
evaluations. The authors have identified five purposes for using mixed methods, and the recommended
design characteristics for each of these purposes are presented.

Herman, J.L.  (Ed.).  (1987).  Program evaluation kit.  Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

This kit, prepared by the Center for the Study of Evaluation at the University of California, Los Angeles,
contains nine books written to guide and assist evaluators in planning and executing evaluations, with
emphasis on practical, field-tested, step-by-step procedures and with considerable attention to the
management of each phase.  The kit makes heavy use of charts, illustrations, and examples to clarify the
material for novice evaluators.  Volume 1, Evaluator’s Handbook, provides an overview of evaluation
activities, describes the evaluation perspective that guides the kit, and discusses specific procedures for
conducting formative and summative evaluations.  The remaining eight volumes deal with specific topics:

• Volume 2:  How to Focus on Evaluation

• Volume 3:  How to Design a Program Evaluation

• Volume 4:  How to Use Quantitative Methods in Evaluation

• Volume 5:  How to Assess Program Implementation
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• Volume 6:  How to Measure Attitudes

• Volume 7:  How to Measure Performance and Use Tests

• Volume 8:  How to Analyze Data

• Volume 9:  How to Communicate Evaluation Findings

Depending on their needs, evaluators will find every one of these volumes useful.  Volume 7, How to
Measure Performance and Use Tests, covers a topic for which we have not located another suitable text
for inclusion in this bibliography.

The kit can be purchased as a unit or by ordering individual volumes.

Jaeger, R.M.  (1990).  Statistics:  A spectator sport, 2nd Ed.  Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

This book takes the reader to the point of understanding advanced statistics without introducing complex
formulas or equations. It covers most of the statistical concepts and techniques that evaluators commonly use
in the design and analysis of evaluation studies, and most of the examples and illustrations are from actual
studies performed in the field of education.  The topics included range from descriptive statistics, including
measures of central tendency and fundamentals of measurement, to inferential statistics and advanced
analytic methods.

The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation.  (1994). How to assess evaluations of
educational programs, 2nd Ed. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

This new edition of the widely accepted Standards for Educational Evaluation is endorsed by professional
associations.  The volume defines 30 standards for program evaluation, with examples of their application,
and incorporates standards for quantitative as well as qualitative evaluation methods. The standards are
categorized into four groups: utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy. The standards are intended to assist
legislators, funding agencies, educational administrators, and evaluators. They are not a substitute for texts in
technical areas, such as research design or data collection and analysis.  Instead, they provide a framework
and guidelines for the practice of responsible and high-quality evaluations.  For readers of this handbook, the
section on Accuracy Standards, which includes discussions of quantitative and qualitative analysis, justified
conclusions, and impartial reporting, is especially useful.

Krueger, R.A.  (1988).  Focus groups: A practical guide for applied research.  Newbury Park,  CA:  Sage.

Krueger is well known as an expert on focus groups; the bulk of his experience and the examples cited in his
book are derived from market research. This is a useful book for the inexperienced evaluator who needs step-
by-step advice on selecting focus group participants, conducting focus groups, and analyzing and reporting
results. The author writes clearly and avoids social science jargon, while discussing the complex problems
that focus group leaders need to be aware of.
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Marshall, C., and Rossman, G.B.  (1995).  Designing qualitative research, 2nd Ed.  Thousand Oaks, CA:
Sage.

This small book (178 pages) does not deal specifically with the performance of evaluations; it is primarily
written for graduate students to provide a practical guide for the writing of research proposals based on
qualitative methods. However, most of the material presented is relevant and appropriate for project
evaluation. In succinct and clear language, the book discusses the main ingredients of a sound research
project: framing evaluation questions; designing the research; data collection methods; and strategies, data
management, and analysis.  The chapter on data collection methods is comprehensive and includes some of
the less widely used techniques (such as films and videos, unobtrusive measures, and projective techniques)
that may be of interest for the evaluation of some projects. There are also useful tables (e.g., identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of various methods for specific purposes; managing time and resources), as well as
a series of vignettes throughout the text illustrating specific strategies used by qualitative researchers.

Miles, M.B., and Huberman, A.M.  (1994).  Qualitative data analysis - An expanded sourcebook, 2nd Ed.
Thousand Oaks, CA:  Sage.

Although this book is not specifically oriented to evaluation research, it is an excellent tool for evaluators
because, in the authors’ words, “this is a book for practicing researchers in all fields whose work involves the
struggle with actual qualitative data analysis issues.” It has the further advantage that many examples are
drawn from the field of education. Because analysis cannot be separated from research design issues, the
book takes the reader through  the  sequence of steps that lay the groundwork for sound analysis, including a
detailed discussion of focusing and bounding the collection of data, as  well as management issues  bearing
on analysis. The subsequent discussion of analysis methods is very systematic, relying heavily on data
displays, matrices, and examples to arrive at meaningful descriptions, explanations, and the drawing and
verifying of conclusions. An appendix covers choice of software for qualitative data analysis. Readers will
find this a very comprehensive and useful resource for the performance of qualitative data reduction and
analysis.

Patton, M.Q. (1990).  Qualitative evaluation and research methods, 2nd Ed.  Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

This is a well-written book with many practical suggestions, examples, and illustrations. The first part covers,
in jargon-free language, the conceptual and theoretical issues in the use of qualitative methods; for
practitioners the second and third parts, dealing with design, data collection, analysis, and interpretation, are
especially useful. Patton consistently  emphasizes a pragmatic approach:  He stresses the need for flexibility,
common sense, and the choice of methods best suited to produce the needed information. The last two
chapters, “Analysis, Interpretation and Reporting” and “Enhancing the Quality and Credibility of Qualitative
Analysis,” are especially useful for principal investigators and project directors of federally funded research.
They stress the need for utilization-focused evaluation and the evaluator’s responsibility for providing data
and interpretations, which specific audiences will find credible and persuasive.
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Scriven, M.  (1991).  Evaluation thesaurus, 4th Ed.  Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

A highly original, wide-ranging collection of ideas, concepts, positions, and techniques that reflects the
critical, incisive, and often unconventional views held by this leader in the field of evaluation.  It contains a
40-page introductory essay on the nature of evaluation and nearly 1,000 entries that range from one-
paragraph definitions of technical terms and acronyms to philosophical and methodological discussions
extending over many pages.  The thesaurus is not focused on the field of education, but it provides excellent
coverage of issues and concepts of interest to educational evaluators.

U.S. General Accounting Office.  (1990).  Case study evaluations.  Transfer Paper 10.1.9.  Program
Evaluation and Methodology Division.  Washington, DC:  GAO.

This paper presents an evaluation perspective on case studies, defines them, and determines their
appropriateness in terms of the type of evaluation question posed. Unlike the traditional, academic definition
of the case study, which calls for long-term participation by the evaluator or researcher in the site to be
studied, the GAO sees a wide range of shorter term applications for case study methods in evaluation. These
include their use in conjunction with other methods for illustrative and exploratory purposes, as well as for
the assessment of program implementation and program effects. Appendix 1 includes a very useful
discussion dealing with the adaptation of the case study method for evaluation and the modifications and
compromises that evaluators—unlike researchers who adopt traditional field work methods—are required to
make.

Weiss, R.S. (1994).  Learning from strangers - The art and method of qualitative interview studies.   New
York:  The Free Press.

After explaining the different functions of quantitative and qualitative interviews in the conduct of social
science research studies, the author discusses in considerable detail the various steps of the qualitative
interview process. Based largely on his own extensive experience in planning and carrying out studies based
on qualitative interviews, he discusses respondent selection and recruitment, preparing for the interview
(which includes such topics as pros and cons of taping, the use of interview guides, interview length, etc.), the
interviewing relationship, issues in interviewing (including confidentiality and validity of the information
provided by respondents), data analysis, and report writing. There are lengthy excerpts from actual interviews
that illustrate the topics under discussion. This is a clearly written, very useful guide, especially for
newcomers to this data collection method.

Yin, R.K.  (1989).  Case study research:  Design and method. Newbury Park, CA:  Sage.

The author’s background in experimental psychology may explain the emphasis in this book on the use of
rigorous methods in the conduct and analysis of case studies, thus minimizing what many believe is a
spurious distinction between quantitative and qualitative studies.  While arguing eloquently that case studies
are an important tool  when an investigator (or evaluator) has little control over events and when the focus is
on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context, the author insists that case studies be designed
and analyzed so as to provide generalizable findings. Although the focus is on design and analysis, data
collection and report writing are also covered.
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THE CENTRAL CITY COMMUNITY NETWORK PROJECT:  EXAMPLE

Baseline Project Description

The Central City Community Network was designed to bring the River City Free-net (RCFN) to
the low-income neighborhood of River City, with the intent of leveling the playing field in computer and
Internet access and skills with other neighborhoods in the city.   The community network is composed of
16 computer stations at 3 community-based organizations throughout the neighborhood. These include a
city-run job training and placement center, a senior activity center, and a public library.  All computers
(PC 486s and Pentium class systems) are connected by continuous high-speed ISDN to the Internet and
offer browser services and HTML editors, word processing software, and CD-ROM drives.

The Free-net also developed a community web site to be a hub for community communications
and interaction, with spaces for community organizations, churches, schools, and other local interest
items.  Most pages are available in Spanish.  In addition, the project hoped staff from community
organizations would explore the Internet beyond the community network’s web pages.

They identified in the grant application three objectives corresponding to the three selected public
access locations: decreasing seniors’ feelings of isolation through the use of Internet and email
communications, increasing community members’ self-esteem and self-reliance by being able to find
information and complete tasks themselves, and increasing the job attainment rate for the training center
with the assistance of the Internet and computer applications.  The project used volunteers from the
community in a train-the-trainer approach to facilitate neighbors teaching neighbors to use the new
technologies.  This not only built trust in the systems from within the community, but also built capacity
for reaching and teaching more community members and improving the community’s overall technology
skills.  By providing access and training for community members, the Free-net intended to create a time-
saving tool for building a self-reliant neighborhood.

Funding for the project was provided by TOP with matching funds and in-kind donations from
community agencies.  The grant recipient was the city’s nonprofit Free-net organization.  Fiscal partners
included a local family service agency, which provided training, and the local university’s graduate
program in public policy and administration, which provided evaluation services.

A set of worksheets, A through J, has been completed to illustrate the evaluation design for this
case study.
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Worksheet A.  Describe Project

A Logic Model

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes

TOP grant Conduct outreach and
publicity – flyers, media
campaign, local
demonstrations

Number of public access
sites that are available to
users

Matching funds from area
Free-net

Train community agency
staff and users, train
volunteer trainers

Number of agency staff
trained; number of users
trained; number of users
who then train others

In-kind support from
community agencies and
corporate partners

Install wiring and computer
systems

Content areas addressed on
web site (service referral
guides, job listings, bus
schedules, etc.)

Develop content for
community web site

Number and types of
applications users are able
to access through the
system (educational CD-
ROMs, resume software,
etc.)

Decrease in senior citizens’
feelings of isolation

Increased self-esteem and
self-reliance within
community

Increase in number of
persons obtaining
employment
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1.  Briefly describe your outcome.

Decrease in senior citizens’ feelings of isolation.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

Increase in communication between elderly and their family and friends via email.

3.  Set an outcome standard.

Participating seniors use email at least weekly to communicate with friends and family.

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

Seniors’ use of Internet to learn about health and nutrition concerns, news in other
regions, hobbies, or other interests

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

Participating seniors use the Internet at least weekly to find information.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1.  Briefly describe your outcome.

Increased self-esteem and self-reliance within community.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

Community members’ satisfaction with ability to use computers and Internet and to find
needed information.                

3.  Set an outcome standard.

Increase community members’ self-ratings of ability and satisfaction with computer use
by 75 percent.              

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

Number of community members volunteering to help other community members.

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

Train and use 25 volunteers from within the community.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1. Briefly describe your outcome.

Increases in employment rate.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

Number of unemployed persons obtaining jobs.

3.  Set an outcome standard.

Increase the job obtainment rate of the community job training and placement agency by
50 percent.

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

Length of period during which a person uses job training and placement agency services.

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

Reduce the length of time to find employment by 25 percent.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet C,  Identify Key Stakeholders and Their Interests

Stakeholder
Values, interests, expectations, etc.

that evaluation should address

TOP program managers and administrators

How can access affect a community and its
members?  What are the benefits to community
members, community agencies, and the
community itself?  What are lessons learned from
the project?

Community members

How can access help residents in their daily lives?
Will it save time?  What kinds of tasks can it
improve?  What kind of information is available?
How much training is required to make use of the
systems?  Will the system better help people
obtain employment?

Community agency staff

What does access mean for job duties and agency
functions?  Is it more or less work?  What systems
must be redesigned to take advantage of the
systems? What assistance will staff provide to
access site users?

Free-net and partner organizations

Is the model viable for other parts of the city?
How must the model be made specific to different
communities?  How must existing training be
modified?  What technical specifications are best?
What are the issues in sustaining the system?

Other cities and communities Is the model replicable?  What are the lessons
learned?  Is a viable way to provide city services?
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Worksheet D:  Potential Evaluation Questions

QuestionsStakeholder
group(s) Output Outcome

All
Has the community network been
installed at all locations?  How long
did it take?  How much did it cost?

Free-net, community
agency staff

Was a training system developed for
agency staff? How many agency staff
have been trained? Have agency staff
obtained necessary technical skills?
How long did it take for them to
integrate the system?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

Was a training system developed for
community users? How many have
participated? Have community
members obtained necessary technical
skills? How many are now trainers
themselves?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

Was a community web site
developed?  How long did it take to
develop?  What kinds of information
are available?

Free-net, community
members

What applications are users able to
access on the system? Is additional
training required for each?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

What are agency staff using the
computers to do?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

What are library patrons using the
computers to do? How long do they
use them?  How often?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

What are senior center visitors using
the computers to do?  How long do
they use them?  How often?

Free-net, community
members, community
agency staff

What are job training center customers
using the computers to do?  How long
do they use them?  How often?

Community agency
staff, community
members

Are community agency staff better
able to assist their customers?

Community
members, Free-net,
social service
agencies

Are library patrons and senior center
visitors more self-reliant? Are they
able to find information for
themselves? Are they able to complete
more tasks without assistance?
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Worksheet D:  Potential Evaluation Questions (continued)

QuestionsStakeholder
Group(s) Output Outcome

Community
members, Free-net,
social service
agencies, TOP

Do library patrons and senior center
visitors feel more satisfied with their
abilities to get things done? Do they
feel their lives are less burdensome?
Do they feel better connected to the
city and larger region? Do they feel a
part of the technological revolution?

Job training staff,
community members,
their families

Are job training center visitors better
able to obtain jobs?  Is there a shorter
period of unemployment?

Free-net and partner
organizations, other
cities and
communities

What issues would the Free-net or
other communities need to address if a
decision is made to replicate this
approach in other communities?

Free-net and partner
organizations

What are the issues in sustaining the
system?
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions

Take each question from D and apply criteria below.

Evaluation question
Which

stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Has the community
network been installed
at all locations?  How
long did it take?  How
much did it cost?

All High Yes Low Short term
H M L E

Was a training system
developed for agency
staff? How many agency
staff have been trained?
Have agency staff
obtained necessary
technical skills? How
long did it take for them
to integrate the system?

All High Yes Low Short term

H M L E

Was a training system
developed for
community users? How
many have participated?
Have community
members obtained
necessary technical
skills? How many are
now trainers
themselves?

All High Yes Moderate Short term

H M L E
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions (continued)

Evaluation question
Which

stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Was a community web
site developed?  How
long did it take to
develop?  What kinds of
information are
available?

All High Yes Low Short term

H M L E

What applications are
users able to access on
the system? Is additional
training required for
each?

All
High for users;
medium for
others

Yes Low Short term
H M L E

What are agency staff
using the computers to
do?

All
High for users;
medium for
others

Yes Low Short term H M L E

What are library patrons
using the computers to
do? How long do they
use them?  How often?

All
High for users;
medium for
others

No Low Short term H M L E

What are senior center
visitors using the
computers to do?  How
long do they use them?
How often?

All
High for users;
medium for
others

No Low Short term
H M L E

What are job training
center customers using
the computers to do?
How long do they use
them?  How often?

All
High for users;
medium for
others

No Low Short term
H M L E
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Worksheet E:  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions (continued)

Evaluation question
Which

stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Are community agency
staff better able to assist
their customers?

All High Yes High Medium term H M L E

Are library patrons and
senior center visitors
more self-reliant? Are
they able to find
information for
themselves? Are they
able to complete more
tasks without
assistance?

Community
members, Free-
net, social
service
agencies

High Yes High Medium term

H M L E

Do library patrons and
senior center visitors
feel more satisfied with
their abilities to get
things done? Do they
feel their lives are less
burdensome? Do they
feel better connected to
the city and larger
region? Do they feel a
part of the technological
revolution?

Community
members, Free-
net, social
service
agencies, TOP

Medium Yes High Medium term

H M L E

Are job training center
visitors better able to
obtain jobs?  Is there a
shorter period of
unemployment?

Job training
staff,
community
members, their
families

High Yes Moderate Medium to long
term

H M L E
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions (continued)

Evaluation question
Which

stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

What issues would the
Free-net or other
communities need to
address if a decision is
made to replicate this
approach in other
communities?

Free-net and
partner
organizations,
other cities and
communities

Medium Yes Moderate Medium term

H M L E

What are the issues in
sustaining the system?

Free-net and
partner
organizations

Medium Yes Moderate Medium term
H M L E
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be
easily accessed by evaluator/grant

recipient  (specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments

Has the community network been
installed at all locations?  How long did
it take?  How much did it cost?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(2) Interviews with project staff
(3) Interviews with agency staff

Was a training system developed for
agency staff? How many agency staff
have been trained? Have agency staff
obtained necessary technical skills?
How long did it take for them to
integrate the system?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(2) Interviews with project staff
(3) Interviews with agency staff
(4) Pre/post skill survey of
agency staff

Was a training system developed for
community users? How many have
participated? Have community members
obtained necessary technical skills?
How many are now trainers themselves?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(2) Interviews with project staff
(3) Interviews with sample of
users in each of three locations
(4) Pre/post skill survey of users

Was a community web site developed?
How long did it take to develop?  What
kinds of information are available?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(2) Interviews with project staff

What applications are users able to
access on the system? Is additional
training required for each?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(2) Interviews with project staff
(3) Interviews with sample of
users
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques (continued)

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be
easily accessed by evaluator/grant

recipient  (specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments

What are agency staff using the
computers to do?

(1) Informal conversations with
project and agency staff
(1) Interviews with agency staff

What are library patrons using the
computers to do? How long do they use
them?  How often?

(1) Log-in system

What are senior center visitors using the
computers to do?  How long do they use
them?  How often?

(1) Log-in system

What are job training center customers
using the computers to do?  How long
do they use them?  How often?

(1) Log-in system

Are community agency staff better able
to assist their customers?

(1) Interviews with agency staff
(2) Interviews with sample of
users

Are library patrons and senior center
visitors more self-reliant? Are they able
to find information for themselves? Are
they able to complete more tasks
without assistance?

(1) Survey of users at library and
senior center
(2) Interviews with library and
senior center staff
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques (continued)

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be
easily accessed by evaluator/grant

recipient  (specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments

Do library patrons and senior center
visitors feel more satisfied with their
abilities to get things done? Do they feel
their lives are less burdensome? Do they
feel better connected to the city and
larger region? Do they feel a part of the
technological revolution?

(1) Survey of users at library and
senior center
(2) Interviews with library and
senior center staff

Are job training center visitors better
able to obtain jobs?  Is there a shorter
period of unemployment?

(1) Entrance and exit interviews
with patrons

(2) Survey of users at job
training center
(3) Interviews with job training
center staff

What issues would the Free-net or other
communities need to address if a
decision is made to replicate this
approach in other communities?

(1) Interviews with project staff
(2) Interviews with agency staff
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Worksheet G.  Select Groups

Evaluation question
Data collection
technique

Respondent group
(specify respondents; sampling
strategies)

Comparison group
(specify respondents;
sampling strategies)

Comments

Interviews Library, job training center, and senior
center staff involved

None

Are community agency staff better
able to assist their customers?

Interviews
Sample of users at library; random sample
of users at job training center (40 percent);
all seniors participating

None

Library
users will be
interviewed
during 3
different 2-
hour periods
over 5 days

Survey Users at library and senior center NoneAre library patrons and senior center
visitors more self-reliant? Are they
able to find information for
themselves? Are they able to complete
more tasks without assistance?

Interviews Library and senior center staff involved None

Survey Users at library and senior center NoneDo library patrons and senior center
visitors feel more satisfied with their
abilities to get things done? Do they
feel their lives are less burdensome?
Do they feel better connected to the
city and larger region? Do they feel a
part of the technological revolution?

Interviews Library and senior center staff involved None

Entrance and exit
interviews

50 percent sample of all job center users None

Survey Users at job training center None

Are job training center visitors better
able to obtain jobs?  Is there a shorter
period of unemployment?

Interviews Job training center staff None
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Worksheet H.  Develop a Design Matrix

Evaluation question Who How When
Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations

Monthly

Project staff Interviews End of grant
Has the community network been installed at all locations?  How long did it
take?  How much did it cost?

Agency staff Interviews End of grant
Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations

Monthly

Project staff Interviews End of grant
Agency staff Interviews End of grant

Was a training system developed for agency staff? How many agency staff
have been trained? Have agency staff obtained necessary technical skills?
How long did it take for them to integrate the system?

Agency staff Skill survey
Prior to training and
after training, end of
grant

Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations

Monthly

Project staff Interviews End of grant
Users Interviews End of grant

Was a training system developed for community users? How many have
participated? Have community members obtained necessary technical skills?
How many are now trainers themselves?

Users Skill survey
Prior to training and
after training, end of
grant

Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations

MonthlyWas a community web site developed?  How long did it take to develop?
What kinds of information are available?

Project staff Interviews End of grant
Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations

Monthly

Project staff Interviews End of grant
What applications are users able to access on the system? Is additional
training required for each?

Users Interviews End of grant
Project and
agency staff

Informal
conversations Monthly

What are agency staff using the computers to do?
Agency staff Interviews End of grant
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Worksheet H.  Develop a Design Matrix (continued)

Evaluation question Who How When
What are library patrons using the computers to do? How long do they use
them?  How often?

Library
patrons

Log-in system Quarterly

What are senior center visitors using the computers to do?  How long do they
use them?  How often?

Senior
center
visitors

Log-in system Quarterly

What are job training center customers using the computers to do?  How long
do they use them?  How often?

Job training
center
customers

Log-in system Quarterly

Agency staff Interviews End of grant
Are community agency staff better able to assist their customers?

Users Interviews End of grant
Library
patrons,
senior center
visitors

Survey
Beginning of project
and end of grantAre library patrons and senior center visitors more self-reliant? Are they able

to find information for themselves? Are they able to complete more tasks
without assistance? Library and

senior center
staff

Interviews End of grant

Library
patrons,
senior center
visitors

Survey
Beginning of project
and end of grantDo library patrons and senior center visitors feel more satisfied with their

abilities to get things done? Do they feel their lives are less burdensome? Do
they feel better connected to the city and larger region? Do they feel a part of
the technological revolution? Library and

senior center
staff

Interviews End of grant
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Worksheet H.  Develop a Design Matrix (continued)

Evaluation question Who How When

Job training
center users

Entrance and exit
interviews with
patrons

End of grant

Job training
center users

Survey Beginning of project
and end of grant

Are job training center visitors better able to obtain jobs?  Is there a shorter
period of unemployment?

Job training
center staff

Interviews End of grant

Project staff Interviews End of grantWhat issues would the Free-net or other communities need to address if a
decision is made to replicate this approach in other communities? Agency staff Interviews End of grant
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments
Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

Descriptive

Project staff interviews
Count of installations,
summary of barriers and
comments

Has the community network been installed at
all locations?  How long did it take?  How
much did it cost?

Agency staff interviews Qualitative analyses, counts
Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

Descriptive

Project staff interviews Qualitative analyses, counts

Agency staff interviews Qualitative analyses, counts

Was a training system developed for agency
staff? How many agency staff have been
trained? Have agency staff obtained necessary
technical skills? How long did it take for them
to integrate the system?

Agency staff skill survey Comparison of pre/ post
responses

T-tests

Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

Descriptive

Project staff interviews Qualitative analyses

Users interviews Qualitative analyses

Was a training system developed for
community users? How many have
participated? Have community members
obtained necessary technical skills? How
many are now trainers themselves?

Users skill survey Comparison of pre/ post
responses

T-tests

Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

DescriptiveWas a community web site developed?  How
long did it take to develop?  What kinds of
information are available? Project staff interviews Qualitative analyses

Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

Descriptive

Project staff interviews Qualitative analyses

What applications are users able to access on
the system? Is additional training required for
each?

Users interviews Qualitative analyses
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix (continued)

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments
Informal conversations with
project and agency staff

DescriptiveWhat are agency staff using the computers to
do?

Agency staff interviews Qualitative analyses
What are library patrons using the computers
to do? How long do they use them?  How
often?

Library sign-in sheets Descriptive

What are senior center visitors using the
computers to do?  How long do they use
them?  How often?

Senior center sign-in sheets Descriptive

What are job training center customers using
the computers to do?  How long do they use
them?  How often?

Job training center sign-in
sheets

Descriptive

Agency staff interviews Qualitative analysesAre community agency staff better able to
assist their customers? Users interviews Qualitative analyses

Library patrons, senior center
visitors’ survey

Comparison of pre/post
responses

T-testsAre library patrons and senior center visitors
more self-reliant? Are they able to find
information for themselves? Are they able to
complete more tasks without assistance?

Library and senior center staff
interviews Qualitative analyses

Library patrons, senior center
visitors’ survey

Comparison of pre/post
responses

T-tests
Do library patrons and senior center visitors
feel more satisfied with their abilities to get
things done? Do they feel their lives are less
burdensome? Do they feel better connected to
the city and larger region? Do they feel a part
of the technological revolution?

Library and senior center staff
interviews Qualitative analyses
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix (continued)

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments
Job training center entrance
and exit interviews with
patrons

Qualitative analyses

Job training center users
survey

Comparison or pre/post
responses

T-tests

Are job training center visitors better able to
obtain jobs?  Is there a shorter period of
unemployment?

Job training center interviews Qualitative analyses

Project staff interviews Qualitative analysesWhat issues would the Free-net or other
communities need to address if a decision is
made to replicate this approach in other
communities?

Agency staff interviews Qualitative analyses
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Worksheet J. Provide Information to Interested Audiences

List evaluation audiences Describe focus of reports
Identify format to be

used
List date of report or

frequency
Identify event associated
with report (if relevant)

TOP program managers
and administrators

(1) Progress toward goals
(2) Changes in

organization
(3) Best practices/lessons

(1) PRS
(2) Evaluation report

(1) Start-up
(2) Quarterly
(3) Closeout

Established TOP reporting
dates

Free-net and partner
organizations

(1)  Update on progress
(2)  Issues to address
(3)  Summary of impacts

(1) Staff memos
(2) Evaluation report
(3) PRS

(1) Monthly
(2) End of grant period

Community agency staff
(1)  Update on progress
(2)  Issues to address
(3)  Summary of impacts

(1)  Newsletter
(2)  Evaluation report

(1)  Quarterly
(2)  End of grant period

Community members (1)  Summary of impacts (1) Newsletter (1)  Quarterly
Other cities and
communities

(1)  Summary of impacts
(2)  Best practices/lessons

(1) Evaluation report (1)  Once End of grant period
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THE MIDLANDS FAMILY AND CHILDREN’S ALLIANCE PUBLIC SERVICE:  EXAMPLE

Baseline Project Description

The Midlands Family and Children’s Alliance is a consortium of social service providers located in a semi-rural to rural region in central
Wyoming.  Made up of 12 local service agencies, ranging from Big Brothers/Sisters to Planned Parenthood to employment training agencies.
These agencies are located primarily in an area approximately 100 square miles, though they serve residents in an area of approximately 900
square miles.  However, a number of factors contribute to their relative isolation, including poor transportation and information technology
infrastructure.

The proposed project links each of these agencies via a wide area network (WAN) with both computer-only and videoconferencing
systems via dedicated T1 lines.  The project also linked two of the schools in the community to the system.  By linking these agencies and schools
together, information is more easily shared, and case managers at each site are able to be in direct contact with other personnel in other locations.
By connecting these resources with area schools, the system will enhance the delivery of existing services and facilitate the identification of
individuals in need of services in the community.  Further, linking this system with the Internet through an ISP allowed for the case personnel to
utilize other online information resources in helping their clients.  Technical support was provided by the ISP and local computer vendor and was
provided through structured workshops as well as on demand.  The primary focus of the project was on information sharing to enhance case
management, but the availability of videoconferencing allowed a caseworker in one site to call upon a caseworker in a different agency and work
as a group with the client to find solutions to the client’s needs.  Although the consortium was moving toward the development of shared
databases, client participation with the videoconferencing was voluntary.  Privacy/security were ensured by installing password protected
firewalls.

The project anticipated three outcomes.  First, they anticipated more community awareness and utilization of local agencies.  The second
outcome anticipated was that by interconnecting service agencies the individuals would be better able to utilize more of the agencies (as needed).
The third outcome was that the time spent by caseworkers on administrative tasks would decline and they would be able to spend more time with
clients.

Funding was provided by TOP, with in-kind contributions from the ISP (Internet service provider) and partial in-kind support from local
computer vender (reduced price for hardware).  The grant recipient (Midlands) is a nonprofit consortium of local human and social service
agencies.  The member agencies participated in the grant provided caseworkers and in most cases computers.

A set of worksheets, A through J, has been completed to illustrate the evaluation design for this case study.
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Worksheet A.  Describe Project

A Logic Model

Inputs Activities Outputs Outcomes

TOP grant
Develop a shared
information database

Database developed and
maintained

Staff and computers from
Midlands

Install computers and
interactive videoconference
equipment in local service
agencies and schools

Twelve agencies serving
families and children
connected to a WAN

Technical expertise and
Internet connections from
local ISP.

Connect agencies and
schools to the Internet via
local ISP

Two area schools connected
to the WAN

Train service managers at
each location on use of the
system

WAN connected to the
Internet through the ISP

Twenty-four case workers
are trained at using the
system

Increase in the number of
community residents who
know about agency services

Increase in the use of
multiple services among
those using services

More efficient and effective
case management
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1. Briefly describe your outcome.

Increase in the number of community residents who know about agency services.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

The number of individuals referred to participating agencies will increase.

3.  Set an outcome standard.

The number of referrals to participating agencies will increase by 20 percent by the end
of the grant period.

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1. Briefly describe your outcome.

Increase in the use of multiple services among those using services.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

The number of community residents receiving multiple services will increase.

3.  Set an outcome standard.

The percentage of community residents receiving multiple services will increase by
50 percent.

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

Individuals utilizing any of the participating agencies will utilize more agencies after the
system is in place than before it was in place.

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

The average number of agencies utilized by individual community residents will be
significantly (p<.05) greater at the end of the grant than it was at the start of the grant.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet B.  Define Outcomes in Measurable Terms

1. Briefly describe your outcome.

More efficient and effective case management.

2. State the above in terms of an outcome indicator.

The time spent on administrative tasks, such as filling out reports and mailing them to
other agencies will decline.

3.  Set an outcome standard.

Time on administrative tasks will decline by 35 percent after initial data entry has been
completed.

4. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

5.  Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

There will be fewer omissions and/or errors in individual’s files.

6. Set an outcome target for the second indicator.

Errors or omissions will be decreased by 75 percent.

7. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

8. Is there another outcome indicator that you might use?  If so, define it.

More time with clients receiving services.

9. Set an outcome target for the third indicator.

Agency staff will spend 50 percent more of their workday with clients than before the
system was in place.

10. If this target could only be expected to be met after several years, state interim annual targets.

REPEAT FOR EACH OUTCOME YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.
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Worksheet C.  Identify Key Stakeholders and Their Interests

Stakeholder
Values, interests, expectations, etc.

that evaluation should address

TOP program managers and administrators

What impact does linked services have on
individuals’ utilization of multiple services? What
issues need to be resolved in order for this
approach to work? Can this approach be
replicated elsewhere?  What lessons are learned
from the project?

Participating agencies

What impact does linked services have on
individual’s ability to use multiple services?
What costs were incurred?  Does this approach
decrease the amount of paperwork?  Does this
approach save time?  Does the approach result in
more time with clients?  How is Internet
connectivity used to deliver services?

Participating schools

Does this approach lead to more referrals of
students to service agencies?  What resources will
be required to maintain this approach? Is the
Internet used a resource when dealing with
student referrals?

Local ISP

What technical problems occurred during project?
What training was needed by providers?  How
often was the Internet used to find information
regarding an individual case?

Participating individuals

Does this approach make it easier to obtain
needed services?  Does this approach lead to more
positive interactions with service providers?  Is
service delivery more effective?  Are individuals
better able to learn about a greater number of
useful services?
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Worksheet D.  Potential Evaluation Questions

QuestionsStakeholder
group(s) Output Outcome

Agencies,
schools

Was the database developed?  How
long did this take?

Agencies,
schools

Has the database been properly
maintained?  What problems (if any)
have been encountered?

All Were each of the 12 agencies
connected to the WAN?  How long
did this take?  Were there any
problems with the connections?

Agencies,
ISP,
TOP

Were both schools connected to the
WAN?  How long did this take?  Were
there any problems?

All
Was the WAN connected to the
Internet?  How frequently was the
Internet utilized?

Agencies;
schools;
ISP

Were the caseworkers trained?  What
level of training was needed?

TOP, individuals,
agencies, schools

Are more community members aware
of available services?  Has the number
of referrals increased?

TOP, individuals,
agencies, schools

Has the number of clients using
multiple services increased?  Has the
number of agencies being utilized by
clients increased?  Is a higher
percentage of people with multiple
needs utilizing multiple services?

TOP, individuals,
agencies, schools

Has the time spent by caseworkers on
administrative tasks declined?  Are
there fewer errors and/or omissions in
individuals’ files?  Have the
caseworkers been able to spend more
time with their clients?

Agencies,
individuals

Are clients and caseworkers more
satisfied with the new service delivery
system?

All
What issues would other communities
need to address if a decision is made
to replicate this approach?
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions

Take each question from D and apply criteria below.

Evaluation
question

Which
stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Was the database
developed?  How
long did this take?

Agencies;
schools High Yes Low Short term H M L E

Has the database
been properly
maintained? What
problems (if any)
have been
encountered?

Agencies;
schools High Yes Low Short term H M L E

Were each of the
12 agencies
connected to the
WAN?  How long
did this take?
Were there any
problems with the
connections?

Agencies,
ISP, and

TOP

High for
agencies,
schools, and ISP;
Medium for TOP

Yes Low Short term H M L E

Were both schools
connected to the
WAN?  How long
did this take?
Were there any
problems?

All
High for
agencies,
schools, and ISP;
Medium for TOP

Yes Low Short term
H M L E
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions (continued)

Evaluation
question

Which
stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Was the WAN
connected to the
Internet?  How
frequently was the
Internet utilized?

All Medium Yes Moderate Short term H M L E

Were the case-
workers trained?
What level of
training was
needed?

All High Yes Low Short term H M L E

Are more
community
members aware of
available services?
Has the number of
referrals increased?

TOP Individuals,
agencies, schools

Medium Yes Moderate Short term H M L E

Has the number of
clients using
multiple services
increased?  Has the
number of agencies
being utilized by
clients increased?
Is a higher
percentage of
people with
multiple needs
utilizing multiple
services?

TOP
Individuals,

agencies, schools
Medium Yes Moderate Short term H M L E
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Worksheet E.  Prioritize and Eliminate Questions (continued)

Evaluation
question

Which
stakeholder(s)?
(specify groups)

Importance to
stakeholders

(high, medium,
low)

New data
collection?
(yes or no)

Resources
required

(low, moderate,
high)

Timeframe
(short-, medium-,

or long-term)

Priority (high, medium,
low, or eliminate)

Has the time spent
by caseworkers on
administrative tasks
declined?  Are there
fewer errors and/or
omissions in
individuals’ files?
Have the case-
workers been able
to spend more time
with their clients?

TOP,
individuals,

agencies, schools
High Yes Moderate Short term H M L E

Are clients and
caseworkers more
satisfied with the
new service
delivery system?

TOP,
individuals,

agencies

Medium Yes Low Short term H M L E

What issues would
other communities
need to address if a
decision is made to
replicate this
approach?

All High Yes Moderate Short term H M L E
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be easily
accessed by evaluator/grant recipient

(specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments

Was the database developed?  How
long did this take? (1) Interviews with project staff

Has the database been properly
maintained? What problems (if any)
have been encountered?

(1) Interviews with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Interviews with project staff

Were each of the 12 agencies
connected to the WAN?  How long did
this take?  Were there any problems
with the connections?

(1) Interviews with project staff
(2) Interviews with caseworkers

Were both schools connected to the
WAN?  How long did this take?  Were
there any problems?

(1) Interviews with project staff

Was the WAN connected to the
Internet?  How frequently was the
Internet utilized?

(1) Interviews with project staff
(2) Survey of teachers/caseworkers

Were the caseworkers trained?  What
level of training was needed?

(1) Interviews project staff
(2) Survey of caseworkers

Are more community members aware
of available services?  Has the number
of referrals increased?

(1) Referral records for previous and project years (1) Interviews with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Survey of community
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Worksheet F. Determine Data Collection Techniques

Specify how data on questions can be obtained

Evaluation question Existing data source that can be easily
accessed by evaluator/grant recipient

(specify below)

New data collection planned
(specify below)

Comments

Has the number of clients using
multiple services increased?  Has the
number of agencies being utilized by
clients increased?  Is a higher
percentage of people with multiple
needs utilizing multiple services?

(1) Document review or client records (1) Interviews with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Interviews with a sample of  clients
(3) Survey of all participating clients

Has the time spent by caseworkers on
administrative tasks declined?  Are
there fewer errors and/or omissions in
individuals’ files?  Have the case
workers been able to spend more time
with their clients?

(1) Previous work/contact logs (1) Interviews with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Survey of all participating clients
(3) Time-motion study Time-motion study will be used as

both pre- and posttest.

Are clients and caseworkers more
satisfied with the new service delivery
system?

(1) Interviews with a sample of  clients
(2) Interview with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Survey of all clients and providers

Caseworkers and current clients
will be pretested.

What issues would other communities
need to address if a decision ins made
to replicate this approach?

(1) Interviews with teachers/caseworkers
(2) Interviews with project staff
(3) Interviews with a sample of  clients
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Worksheet G. Select Groups

Evaluation question
Data collection
technique

Respondent group
(specify respondents; sampling
strategies)

Comparison group
(specify respondents;
sampling strategies)

Comments

Caseworker interviews All participating providers None

Community survey Random telephone survey, stratified by income
and presence of children

Pretest and posttest Sample=250
households

Are more community members aware of
available services?  Has the number of
referrals increased?

Document review All participating agencies None

Caseworker interviews All participating providers None

Client interviews
Random sample of 100 participating clients

None
Client survey All participating clients Subset of families in

nonparticipating schools

Has the number of clients using multiple
services increased?  Has the number of
agencies being utilized by clients
increased?  Is a higher percentage of
people with multiple needs utilizing
multiple services? Document review Random sample of 250 clients Provides comparative data

Caseworker interviews All participating providers None
Client survey All participating clients Subset of families in

nonparticipating schools

Has the time spent by caseworkers on
administrative tasks declined?  Are there
fewer errors and/or omissions in
individuals’ files?  Have the caseworkers
been able to spend more time with clients?

Document review Random sample of 25 clients None

Client survey
All clients

Pretest and posttest

Caseworker interviews All caseworkers None

Client interviews
Random sample of 100 participating clients

None

Are clients and caseworkers more satisfied
with the new service delivery system?

Caseworker survey
All caseworkers

Pretest and posttest

Project staff interviews
Project director, others

None

Caseworker interviews
All participating providers

None

What issues would other communities
need to address if a decision is made to
replicate this approach?

Client interviews Random sample of 100 participating clients None
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Worksheet H.  Develop a Design Matrix

Evaluation question Who How When
Was the database developed?  How long did this take? Project staff Interviews End of year 1

Project staff Interviews Quarterly
Has the database been properly maintained? What problems (if any) have been
encountered? Caseworkers Interviews Quarterly

Project staff Interviews Quarterly
Were each of the 12 agencies connected to the WAN?  How long did this take?  Were
there any problems with the connections? Caseworkers Interviews Quarterly

Project staff Interviews Quarterly
Were both schools connected to the WAN?  How long did this take?  Were there any
problems?

Caseworkers Interviews Quarterly

Project staff Interviews Quarterly
Was the WAN connected to the Internet?  How frequently was the Internet utilized?

Caseworkers Interviews Quarterly
Project staff Interviews End of grant

Were the caseworkers trained?  What level of training was needed?
Caseworkers

Interviews, surveys,
End of grant

Caseworkers Interviews, document review AnnuallyAre more community members aware of available services?  Has the number of
referrals increased? Community Surveys Beginning/end of grant

Caseworkers Interviews AnnuallyHas the number of clients using multiple services increased?  Has the number of
agencies being utilized by clients increased?  Is a higher percentage of people with
multiple needs utilizing multiple services?

Clients Interviews, surveys, document
review

Beginning/end of grant

Caseworkers Interviews, time-motion study Beginning/end of grant
Has the time spent by caseworkers on administrative tasks declined?  Are there fewer
errors and/or omissions in individuals’ files?  Have the caseworkers been able to
spend more time with their clients? Clients Survey End of grant

Caseworkers Interviews, surveys Beginning/end of grant
Are clients and caseworkers more satisfied with the new service delivery system?

Clients Interviews, surveys Beginning/end of grant
Caseworkers Interviews End of grant
Clients Interviews End of grant

What issues would other communities need to address if a decision is made to
replicate this approach?

Project Staff Interviews End of grant
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments
Was the database developed?  How long did this take? Project staff interview Qualitative analyses

Caseworker interview Qualitative analyses
Has the database been properly maintained? What problems (if any) have been
encountered? Project staff interview Qualitative analyses

Project staff interview Qualitative analyses
Were each of the 12 agencies connected to the WAN?  How long did this take?
Were there any problems with the connections? Caseworker interview Qualitative analyses

Project staff interview Qualitative analysesWere both schools connected to the WAN?  How long did this take?  Were there
any problems? Caseworker interview Qualitative analyses

Project staff interview Qualitative analysesWas the WAN connected to the Internet?  How frequently was the Internet
utilized? Caseworker survey Qualitative analyses

Project staff interview Qualitative analyses
Were the caseworkers trained?  What level of training was needed?

Caseworker survey Qualitative analyses
Caseworker interview Qualitative analysesAre more community members aware of available services?  Has the number of

referrals increased? Community survey Comparison of pre/post responses T-tests
Caseworker interview Qualitative analyses

Client interview Qualitative analyses

Client survey Comparison of pre/post responses
Comparison between

participating and nonparticipating
schools

T-tests

Has the number of clients using multiple services increased?  Has the number of
agencies being utilized by clients increased?  Is a higher percentage of people
with multiple needs utilizing multiple services?

Document review Comparison of pre/post responses T-tests
Document review Comparison of pre/post responses T-tests

Caseworker interview Qualitative analyses
Client survey Comparison of pre/post responses

Comparison between
participating and nonparticipating

schools

T-tests

Has the time spent by caseworkers on administrative tasks declined?  Are there
fewer errors and/or omissions in individuals’ files?  Have the caseworkers been
able to spend more time with their clients?

Time motion study Comparison of pre/post data T-tests
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Worksheet I.  Develop Data Collection and Analysis Matrix (continued)

Evaluation question Collection procedure Analysis procedure Comments

Caseworker interviews Qualitative analyses

Client interview Qualitative analyses

Caseworker survey Comparison of pre/post responses T-tests

Are clients and caseworkers more satisfied with the new service delivery system?

Client survey Comparison of pre/post responses T-tests

Project staff interviews Qualitative analyses

Caseworker interviews Qualitative analyses
What issues would other communities need to address if a decision is made to
replicate this approach?

Client interviews Qualitative analyses
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Worksheet J. Provide Information to Interested Audiences

List evaluation audiences
Describe focus of reports Identify format

to be used
List date of report

or frequency
Identify event associated
with report (if relevant)

TOP program managers and
administrators

(4) Progress toward goals
(5) Changes in organization
(6) Best practices/lessons

(3) PRS
(4) Evaluation report

(4) Start-up
(5) Quarterly
(6) Closeout

Established TOP reporting
dates

Participating agencies

(1) Update on progress
(2) Issues to address
(3) Progress toward goals
(4) Summary of impacts

(3) Staff memos
(4) Evaluation report
(5) PRS

(3) Quarterly
(4) End of grant period

Participating schools
(1) Update on progress
(2) Progress toward goals
(3) Summary of impacts
(4) Summary of impact

(1) Newsletter
(2) Evaluation report
(3) PRS

(1) Quarterly
(2) End of grant period

Participating
caseworkers/clients

(1) Summary of impacts (1) Newsletter (1) Quarterly

Other districts/schools (1) Best practices (1) Evaluation report (1) Once End of grant period


